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The 100 projects featured in the following pages represent some of the finest examples of contemporary residences from Australian and New Zealand architects and designers. The projects include award-winners, luxury residences, simple beach shacks, inner-city apartments, rural retreats and suburban family homes, reflecting the way we live, or aspire to live, in the 21st century. That the projects vary so widely is indicative of the enormous variety and originality in the talent and design direction of architects from ‘Down Under’.

Although the projects are diverse in size, location, use, ambiance, budget and taste, some common themes are evident: a desire to blend with the surrounding landscape; the incorporation of sustainable features; a structural program that divides the home into ‘pavilions’, each with a specific use; the inclusion of indoor/outdoor rooms; the incorporation of water; and inventive responses to challenging environments.

The shared characteristics and themes identified throughout this collection of houses might group them into a loosely defined ‘Down Under’ aesthetic, but each house stands alone as testament to the skills of an individual architect. As you flip through the following pages, you will agree that the architects and designers of Australia and New Zealand have much to be proud of.
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INTRODUCTION

The 100 projects featured in the following pages represent some of the finest examples of contemporary residences from Australian and New Zealand architects and designers. The projects include award winners, luxury residences, simple beach shacks, inner-city apartments, rural retreats and suburban family homes, reflecting the way we live, or aspire to live, in the 21st century. Yet the projects vary so widely as to be indicative of the enormous variety and originality in the talent and design direction of architects from 'Down Under'.

Although the projects are diverse in size, location, use, ambitions, budget and style, one common theme is evident. A desire to blend with the surrounding landscape, whether it be a significant heritage streetscape in the inner city, a protected coastal dunescape, or perhaps indigenous bushland, is the aim of many projects. Strikingly contemporary additions and renovations have been thoughtfully inserted behind traditional or heritage facades that give no hint of the often expensive reworkings they conceal. In rural areas, houses are partially 'incorporated' into the earth, so that the building appears as part of the landscape, reducing its visual impact.

The introduction of sustainable features is another underlying theme that links these residences. Environmental stewardship is important to the architects of Australia and New Zealand and they are keen to exploit the ever-increasing range of sustainable features and products. Houses are orientated to achieve cross ventilation by cooling breezes, often completely obviating the need for mechanical air-conditioning. Natural ventilation is incorporated wherever possible, as are photovoltaic panels and rainwater collection systems. Environmental sensitivity is achieved by the use of natural materials that blend with the landscape, complementing the informal nature of many of these houses. Exposed structural elements add rawness and visual stimulation in keeping with often rugged locations. Simple, durable, easy to maintain and versatile materials such as recycled timber, concrete, steel, rammed earth, Colorbond, aluminium and glass predominate, whether to counter the destructive effects of a harsh coastal environment, or to complement a suburban setting.

In terms of structure, a principal theme is the separation of houses into pavilions, each pavilion being assigned a specific use. Often, the house is a collection of discrete buildings, with links providing access from one building to another. Notions of privacy for adults, the separation of living, eating and sleeping zones, specially designed areas for children, or for contemplation or recreation, are important factors in the design of contemporary houses. The separation between private and public spaces is often defined and identified by the use of specific materials and finishes, both internally and externally.

The indoor/outdoor room is another influential feature. The 'Down Under' climate, while extending from tropical to alpine, is well suited to outdoor living, and the design of contemporary houses reflects and facilitates the outdoor lifestyle. Interiors spill seamlessly onto outdoor living areas through sliding or folding glass doors or entire sliding walls, extending interiors by blurring the distinction between indoors and out. The internal courtyard brings the outdoors in, despite the weather. The continuity of building materials and finishes adds to the seamless nature of indoor/outdoor rooms.

Water is integral to the outdoor lifestyle, whether embodied in the soothing trickling of a sculptural water feature, or the joyous cacophony of children at play in an infinity-edge swimming pool. The Asian aesthetic is also a major influence, whether overt, in the use of Japanese screens or the incorporation of Islamic tiles, or more subtly in the simplicity, lack of clutter, and emphasis on tranquility that is evident in so many of these projects.

As expected with a collection of 'Down Under' houses, the locations are spectacular, as are the designers' responses to some challenging environments. Interior windows are placed to capture and frame ocean views; seemingly impossible obstacles are overcome to perch houses high on an inaccessible cliffside, some houses are accessible only by boat, increasing the anticipation and high theatre of the occasion.

The shared characteristics and themes identified throughout the collection of houses might group them into a loosely defined 'Down Under' aesthetic, but each house stands alone as testament to the skills of an individual designer. As you flip through the following pages, you will agree that the architects of Australia and New Zealand have much to be proud of. This book has been a delight to compile, and we hope to follow it soon with a further collection of stunning houses from 'Down Under'.

Robyn Beaver, Editor
The Regency Publishing Group
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